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Abstract
Saudi Arabia has recently adopted and implemented an enduring strategy of development that shifts its focal
point towards the formulation of knowledge based society. In the same context, KSU (King Saud University), in
Riyadh has initiated the project of the Riyadh Techno Valley (RTV), within its campus. The projects aims to
strengthen its efforts, in order to develop knowledge based society in Saudi Arabia. KSU as a core of the
North-West district of Riyadh had an initiative by adopting a comprehensive idea of Riyadh Knowledge Corridor
(RKC) in Prince Turki Alawal Road area. KSU has started to take an active role in setting up new Riyadh’s
Smart City node (Smart Riyadh – NWD). The focal point of it is the Riyadh Techno Valley (RTV) project, which
is expected to play a central anchored role with other developments in this district such as King Abdul Aziz City
for Science and Technology, information technology and communication complex, Saudi Standards,
King-Abdulaziz-and-his-Companions-foundation-for-Giftedness-and-Creativity, and king Abdullah financial
center. This research study will assesses Riyadh Techno Valley, which will help in reflecting several issues and
principals towards the evolution of the North-West district in Riyadh as Smart city.
Keywords: urban planning, Sustainable development, Riyadh Techno Valley
1. Introduction
1.1 Evolving of a Smart Riyadh North-West District
The King Saud University (KSU) is one of the most prominent center of the North-West district of Riyadh. KSU
has taken a commendable step by adopting the concept of RKC (Riyadh Knowledge Corridor), in the area of
Prince Turki Alawal road (Al-Filali & Gallarotti, 2012, p. 19). It has been assessed that KSU aims to set-up and
develop new Riyadh’s Smart City and the focal point of the project is to develop the project of Riyadh Techno
Valley (RTV). It is expected that the project will play an inevitable role in fostering other developments, like
King Abdul Aziz city for science and technology. It is significant to bring into the notice that this new urban
center (Smart Riyadh – NWD) will be added to the four urban centers that was already been suggested by the
strategic plan of Al-Riyadh Development Authority (ADA).
The strategic plan is illustrated in figure 1. In addition to this, the strategic plan of Riyadh can also be analyzed
from figure 2. It is quite evident from the diagram that the plan possesses two new residential satellites on the
north (sultana) and the other one is on the east (Alwasee). It is also observed that the newly proposed urban
center, i.e., the Smart Riyadh North – West district (Smart Riyadh – NWD), will also have a residential
community. It is due to the fact that the main concept of this center is to ensure a new urbanism development
with a mix land use.
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Figure 1. Riyyadh strategic plan showing the new urbann center

Figure 22. Strategic Plaan for Riyadh w
with two Satelllite, i.e., Northh: Sultana, Easst: Alwasee andd Smart Riyadh –
NWD
1.2 Riyadhh Knowledge Corridor
C
(RKC
C) Core Area foor Smart Riyaddh-NWD
The projecct of RKC (R
Riyadh Knowlledge Corridorr) is found to be the conteemporary tool,, which is pla
anned
around an interlinked grroup of innovaation outlets annd pioneering knowledge. T
The connectionn of these outlets is
provided bby the objectivves and vision of developingg a knowledge--based society.. In view of thhe fact that, the
e city
of Riyadhh incorporatess a wide rangge of knowleddge and econnomic entities, which are aable to effecttively
contribute in developingg such societiees, which are proposed by KSU. It has bbeen observedd that the prop
posed
project of KSU, i.e., Riyyadh Knowleddge Corridor Program, is thee greatest initiaative towards tthe developme
ent of
strong linkk amid knowledge, intellecttual, economicc, research, annd educationall entities. Apppendix C (figu
ure 3)
shows the map of Riyadhh Knowledge Corridor Progrram.
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Figure 3. Riyadh
R
Knowlledge Corridorr (RKC) in thee North – Westt District of Riyyadh
It has beeen established that one of tthe major objectives behindd this project is to improvee and enhance
e the
communiccation and inteeraction amongg all of these eentities, in a sm
mart and convvenient mannerr. The objectiv
ves to
be achieveed for Riyadh Knowledge
K
Coorridor (RKC) include:
•
Creattion of a smarrt zone of attraaction with higgh tech new uurbanization foor different secctions of socie
ety in
Riyadh;
•

Fosteering adequate and beneficial partnerships among the souurces of innovaation and know
wledge;

•

Prom
moting knowleddge industries as well as streengthening theiir competitive potential;

•
Briniing ease for people,
p
in term
ms of accessinng desired infformation. In addition to thhis, it also aim
ms to
provide exxceptional funcctionalities as w
well as ample opportunities for the generattion of knowleedge.
It has beenn assessed thatt the RKC cateers to a numbeer of knowledgge and innovattive institutionn, which are loc
cated
along its m
main arterial rooad (Prince Tuurki AlAwal). K
KSU, RTV, KA
ACST, ITCC, KAFD etc., caan be considered as
the most pprominent instiitutions, whichh have implemeented RKC. Thhese institutionns are also illuustrated in figu
ure 4.

Fiigure 4. Know
wledge and innoovative instituttions located aalong RKC
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1.3 Brief Synopsis of Riyadh Techno Valley – Anchor for Smart Riyadh – NWD
1.3.1 RTV Strategy
It has been established that Riyadh Technology Valley was developed, in order to acquire or attain the vision of
Kingdom leadership, in order to come into the knowledge based economy. The term “knowledge based economy”
can be understood as the environment which aims to convert knowledge into economic value through the
transformation of technical developments into new services/products for economically investing into the market.
Basically, such practices foster the trading of innovative and high-tech tools and equipments, which eventually
results in the acquisition of higher revenues and economic benefits (Al-Filali & Gallarotti, 2012, p. 19). Besides
that RTV also aims to deliver a leading/outstanding smart campus and environment, in order to enhance research
and development, efficient operation, maintenance, and service delivery. Moreover, it is also intended to ensure
smart, dynamic, and cost-effective administration.
1.3.2 Vision
The vision of the program is to establish a leadership in the area of research and business development, as well
as transference of technology.
1.3.2 Mission
The mission of RTV is to ensure the establishment of an eco-system, to attract research and business
development centers towards forming a competitive and highly proficient knowledge based economy. One of the
major intentions behind this act is to attain the notion of sustainable development.
2. Method
This research study has adopted qualitative secondary research method, in order to accumulate pertinent
information, about given topic of research. One of the major objectives behind the adoption of this research
method was to acquire up-to-date and reliable data about current trends of urban planning and design in Riyadh
North-West district.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 The Strategic Plan for KSU
For the period of the last three years, King Saud University has formulated the strategic plan 2030. Major
objective behind this strategic plan was to direct KSU as a research university in Saudi Arabia by focusing more
on applied research. It is expected by the university that the project will bridge information gaps between the
university and the industry, and gain commercialized benefits from the academic research (Almobaireek &
Manolova, 2012, p. 4). It has been assessed that KSU is also moving progressively towards knowledge society in
macro and micro scale in the kingdom by adopting innovations and entrepreneurial programs.
3.2 The Kingdom’s Development Plans towards a Knowledge Based Economy
It has been established that the Kingdom has intended to establish “science and technology parks” at research
centers and universities, in order to be consistent with the adherence of development plans. These programs are
intended to develop a national basis of technology and science, which is able for renewal and innovation, along
with innovative trend of formulating knowledge-based economy. In addition to this, such programs are also
aimed at promoting and fostering joint research programs as well as co-financing among academic institutions
and industrial sector. In order to accomplish all of these objectives, the King Saud University Council has
accepted the establishment of Riyadh Techno Valley at KSU.
3.3 Riyadh Techno Valley - 4th Generation Science Park
The approach of brain circulation was devised in RTV in order to exchange new innovative business ideas and
turn them into commercial realities. In addition to this, it is also aimed at exchanging the knowledge globally by
using innovative and advanced technological tools such as internet, video conference, and satellite technologies,
which are supported by reliable smart infrastructure in RTV. The diagrammatic illustration of the brain concept is
also provided in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Brain circulation concept
3.4 Research and Business Development (R&BD)
The main goal of the research and business development activities in RTV is to ensure the availability of optimal
environment, in order to habitat and transfer innovative technologies. Additionally, it is also aimed at ensuring
the attainment of such eco-systems, which are pertinent for the establishment and creation of contemporary
technologies. All of these initiatives are taken by the governmental entities to achieve a knowledge based society.
3.5 Technology and Effective Knowledge Management
The utilization of such technologies, which provide feasible access to the managers and users, may play an
inevitable role in enhancing and improving the entire process of knowledge management. Thereby, in order to
ensure increased productivities at Science parks, the integration of smart software web-based application
technologies will result in valuable outcomes (Al Rajhi, et al, 2012, p. 3). It is due to the fact that such efficient
tools and technologies will simplify the process of searching and acquiring desired information. More so, it is
also expected that the web-based application, in RTV, will also play an incredible role in advancing the overall
performance, because of having the option of smart search. This smart search will be based on the storage of
information, searching of user profile, and feasible retrieval of information. Furthermore, it will also foster
efficient and effective communication practices amid different parties. It has been examined that the approach
will play a significant role in maximizing the transference of technologies and sharing of valuable and beneficial
knowledge.
The advanced approach utilizes the notion of GIS (geographic information system) within the internal
infrastructure of the wireless technology’s platform. It is intended to build up an interactive smart context-aware
University GIS that improves different processes in RKC area and KSU campus. Some of the processes include
dissemination, communication, and sharing of information. Major intention behind the utilization of such
technologies is to develop information-insensitive eco-system, to support innovation, creativity, and knowledge
in such multi-disciplinary environment (Almobaireek & Manolova, 2012, p. 4).
3.6 Effective Eco-System for Knowledge Base-Economy
In order to launch and implement an eco-system for KBE at Science Parks, an appropriate and suitable model,
which describes the role of each party, is needed to be developed. Moreover, such paradigms are also needed,
which ensures structured and well-defined interaction among all parties. It is due to the fact that the innovation
opportunities at the educational institutions will be increased with the right partnership and collaboration among
government research institutions and private research companies, internationally and nationally.
This can be easily accomplished by the development of science park eco-systems, which possesses the focal role
of synchronization and coordination between its stakeholders, university research sector, external private
research, and its tenants. It is perceived that the initiatives, which are related with the innovation, will
commendably impact the national economy. Precisely, it can be asserted that the national economy of the
country will have highly beneficial impacts, once an effective knowledge management and eco-systems are
deployed, as such steps will maximize the collaboration among all stakeholders; hence, result in the formulation
of KBE (knowledge based economy). The proposed eco-system for RTV is diagrammatically represented in
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figure 6.

Figure 6. R
RTV - ECO syystem
3.7 Smart Web Based Appplication
Web-basedd database appplication can bbe considered as the greatesst steps towardds feasible andd highly integrated
retrieval annd storage of information. T
Therefore, propper implementtation of thesee applications enables its use
ers to
access or retrieve theirr desired infoormation in a more efficieent and securred manner, rregardless of their
geographiccal location. Utilization
U
off web-based aapplications caan help the oorganizations iin improving their
overall prroductivity, while
w
minimizzing certain ddelays and innterruptions, w
which are ussually occurre
ed in
informatioon retrieval (A
Almobaireek & Manolova, 22012, p. 4). W
Web-based appplication also supports real--time
interactionn of the employees with onne another. Inn order to impprove the oveerall performaance of RTV, three
web-basedd smart databaase applicationns have been ppresented. It iss expected thatt these applicaations will enh
hance
and improove several areas,
a
includinng smart searrch, optimal kknowledge shharing, storagee and creatio
on of
knowledgee, and productiivity for proceessing projects (Wiseman, et al, 2014, p. 8)). Improved intteraction amon
ng all
tenants and staff membeers of science pparks and cam
mpus can also bbe considered as other greattest benefits, which
w
are expected to be providded by web-baased applicatioons.
3.8 RTV M
Master Plan
Every singgle aspect of the RTV masster plan is deesigned to enssure the acquiisition of one or more than
n one
objectives of RTV. Outliined below aree the major plaanning guidelinnes of RTV, whhich will also hhelp in recognizing
the fact that how each guideline
g
contrributes to the ooverall Riyadhh Techno Valleey Vision. Withh the overall vision
v
to create a science parrk that promootes an atmossphere of impproved collabooration and innnovation betw
ween
industrial ppartners and knowledge
k
based institutionss, the RTV plannning team haas designed an infill development
plan insidee the KSU cam
mpus for RTV. It is importannt to notice thaat the total areaa, which is plaanned for RTV
V was
1,670,000 m2 within the
t
KSU areaa which is 99,000,000 m2 (Al-Mosaindd, 2014, p. 204). The picttorial
representaation of the plann is also incorpporated figure 7.
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Figure 7. The technology clusters adopted in RTV Master Plan (SRI)
The proceeding mentioned major development clusters have been adopted to generate a vibrant mixed-use
knowledge R&BD center. The magnitude of each component was based on benchmarking of similar target
developments, while keeping in view the current potential stakeholder requirements and KSU potentiality
(Wiseman, et al, 2014, p. 8). The following are the technology clusters adopted in RTV master plan based on the
feasibility study of Stanford Research Institute (SRI).
3.9 Bio Cluster – Biotechnology
This cluster is composed of research and business development (R&BD), specifically in the areas of food science,
environmental technology, as well as pharmacology.
3.10 CheMCluster (Chemical Technology and Materials)
This cluster is composed of research and business development (R&BD), in the areas of energy, chemical
materials, and petrochemical.
3.11 ICT Cluster (Information and Communication Technologies)
ICT cluster is composed of research and business development (R&BD), the fields of information security, and
information and communication technology.
3.12 The Tech Nucleus Cluster (Catalytic Core and the Central Research Area)
The catalytic heart of the science park, which resides the incubators, the office of support services of operations
research, the centre for entrepreneurs, intellectual property, governmental centers and KSU centre for research
and development, and laboratories to facilitate the local market. It is expected that each and every technological
cluster will jointly incorporate a science village, which will serve as the educational and recreational mixed use
core of the project (Al Rajhi, et al, 2012, p. 3). This zone will cater the workers in the science park, in addition to
visitors from and outside the city of Riyadh. The technology clusters, which are adopted in RTV master plan
(SRI), are presented in figure 7.
Central objective behind RTV is to highly populate the central district of research, business, education,
entertainment, and lifestyle to act as catalyst to the development. It is assumed that the development will grow in
layers from this catalyst; hence, result in radial expansion to the master plan. It has been suggested by the study
of Stanford Research Institute Study that RTV must comprise four development clusters. Those clusters include
tech nucleus, bio valley, chem Valley, and ICT Valley, while having the support of Science Village and mixed
density residential clusters. Each development cluster is arranged along a tech/knowledge boulevard and is
terminated by a Science Village. This corridor is important, as it is one of the prominent precedents to the
environment of the park (Wiseman, et al, 2014, p. 8). The highly visible internal axis defines each cluster and is
reflected in the surrounding densities. The building heights of the developments within the park is planned to
accentuate the importance of this catalytic core. The master plan is demonstrated in figure 8.
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Figure 8. The RTV Master Plan done by Jurong International
3.13 RTV Current Projects
Some of the RTV projects include:
•

Sustainable agriculture center;

•

RTV smart infrastructure;

•

Researchers Housing Towers;

•

SABIC Plastics Applications Development Center;

•

National Diabetes Center;

•

RTV Main building (Innovation Tower);

•

Prince Sultan Advanced Technology Institute;

•

King Abdullah Institute for Nanotechnology.

Above mentioned projects are diagrammatically presented in figure 9.
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Figure 9. R
RTV current projects
3.14 Riyaddh Techno Vallley Projects (A
Anchor to Smarrt Riyadh – NW
WD)
3.14.1 Main building of Riyadh Technno Valley - Innoovation Towerr
Riyadh tecchno valley is situated in the land area of aapproximately 24.700 m2 andd building areaa of about 9.60
00m2
(Stingl, 20011, p. 2). It haas been assesseed that the buiilding was maiinly divided innto two towers; the eastern to
ower,
which is ccomposed of teen floors and the West Tow
wer. Moreover, the building iis also found tto be comprise
ed of
five floorss. The two tow
wers are conneected together through the m
main lobby andd linking bridgges (Al Rajhi, et al,
2012, p. 3)). The Valley adopted
a
the appplication of oppen spaces andd smart officess, for ease of re-division of office
o
spaces, in order to keep pace
p
with the eexpansion of tthe valley in thhe near future.
i allocated foor meeting roooms, training rrooms, and woorkshops. Thiss infrastructure
e has
Half of thhe office area is
been develloped after connsidering the iimportance of communicatioon, participatioon and debate in the research
h and
developmeent, innovationn and technoloogy transfer (A
Al-Mosaind, 20014, p. 204). T
The physical innfrastructure of
o the
buildings is representedd in figure 10. In additionn, the buildinng of the Riyyadh Technoloogy Valley ap
pplies
sustainabillity, green and smart buildingg standards suuch as:
•

Energgy saving systeems;

•

Poweer saving lambbs;

•

Self-llighting controol systems;

•

Preseence detector;

•

Motioon detector;

•

Lightting intensity;

•

Energgy saving glass;

•

Doubble Skin facadee to protect thee building from
m external clim
matic factors;

•

Wateer conservationn systems;

•

Irrigaation systems;

•

Parkiing spaces are designed to haave solar panells as a source ffor renewable energy for thee RTV building
g.
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Figure 10. Main building of Riyadh Techno Valley
3.15 King Abdullah Institute for NANO Technology
King Abdullah institute for NANO technology is found to be located on the total land area of approximately
12.000 m2 and building area of the building is about 8.000 m2. The major concept behind the King Abdullah
Institute for NANO technology building design was taken full benefit from the concept of NANO technology as
well as its components, i.e., core and spinning of protons and electrons). The circular shape of the building
design indicates the movement of protons and electrons around the nucleus, as presented in figure 11.

Figure 11. King Abdullah Institute for NANO Technology
A structured ball was put in the center that represents the main core, which functions as the main hall for
conferences, meeting, and training rooms. The building considered the architectural design of the project by
using state of the art architectural materials, in order to give a more sophisticated look and create a visual
language that will reflect the intended design concept of the building (Gallarotti, 2013, p. 23). Therefore, it can
be stated that the project is the architectural language and the idea is distinct architectural monument.
3.16 Prince Sultan Advance Technology Institute
Prince Sultan Advanced Technology Institute is situated on the land area of approximately 22.815 m2 and
building area of 13.000 m2 (Shin, et al, 2012, p. 11). The building was designed along with having the aim of
providing a profound and comprehensive knowledge of technical and scientific distinct that intends to regenerate
and reutilize the private graduate programs and national capacity sessions that will conduct applied and basic
research in certain areas, which aims to ensure national security. The pictorial representation of the institute is
provided in figure 12.
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Figure 12. Prince Sultan Advance Technology Institute
3.17 National Diabetes Center
National diabetes center is established on the total land area of approximately 20000 m2.The mission of the
national diabetes center is to provide advanced, effective, and organized health care facilities, along with
high-quality services for the patients, suffering from diabetes. National diabetes center is equipped with
high-tech tools and equipments, in order to regionally, nationally, and globally facilitate the patients (Salem,
2014, p. 29). The project consist of several departments, including clinical department, community services
department, research department, clinics, 80 hypnosis rooms, in addition to the management and services. The
infrastructure of this diabetes center is presented in figure 13.

Figure 13. National Diabetes Center
3.18 SABIC Plastic Applications Development Center
SABIC plastic applications development center is established on a land area of 100.000 m2 as well as the
building area of 42.000 m2. It is expected that the center will be equipped with the latest equipments and
technologies. These technologies will provide the best available technology to keep the role of integrative with
the remaining 15 SABIC technical centers inside and outside the Kingdom, which will qualifies the center to be
one of the leading centers in building the knowledge-based economy (Gallarotti, 2013, p. 23). This center will
also contribute with an active role in the process of resettlement of technology in the Kingdom by establishing a
link between scientists and researchers in universities with the plastic industry manufacturers. The project is also
considered LEED certified building because of the green building standards that had been applied in the project.
The project is diagrammatically presented in figure 14.

Figure 14. SABIC Plastic Applications Development Center
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3.19 RTV - Science Village
The RTV Science village is considered as the most efficient and dynamic center RTV, which aims at offering
different intensity of activities, which plays a role of amalgamating element for more advanced and
contemporary clusters (Salem, 2014, p. 29). It is observed that an optimal mix of uses within RTV is found to be
considerably crucial for economic, cultural, as well as social vitality, in order to persuade effective and integrated
communication and interaction activities. The science village is the visual junction of various district boulevards.
It is directly accessed by the main landscaped RTV gateway along Prince Turki Alawal Street (Kbar, et al, 2012,
p. 16). The project is a car free environment with an integrated people mover system that connects the science
village to the entire RTV, as shown in figure 15.

Figure 15. RTV Science Village
Science village is a lifestyle center with various scales of commercial, retail, food and beverage cafes,
entertainment, health club, and cultural and lifestyle amenities. It also integrates science themed education
facilities, like science and technology library, science museum, planetarium, business hotel, shopping plaza, and
serviced apartments, which will support past working hours activities (Popovici, et al, 2013, p. 329). In the
conjunction, it also includes meeting area where, public from different parts of the world and RTV scientist can
exchange ideas, innovation, and knowledge to build a knowledge society.
3.20 Smart Infrastructure and Services for RTV - Core Facilities of Smart City
The project contains the state of the art main infrastructure (electricity, water, Irrigation, drainage, sewer, and
telecom). The RTV has realized the importance of using smart technology, in order to increase the productivity
of existing infrastructure; thereby, the project integrated a SMART service profile. It is expected that such
services will increase the productivity not only for infrastructure, but also for people living and working in RTV.
It is analyzed that the smart infrastructure is one of the finest applications of communication tools and
technologies to infrastructure, in order to ensure more improved utilization of available resources (Khorsheed, et
al, 2012, p. 11). The smart infrastructure can be utilized in various areas, including water, communications, life
style, energy, and transport sectors.
The buildings and facilities are to be connected to a central command and control center through state-of-the-art
communication network. Interconnectivity between buildings and command and control center shall utilize an
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optical fibber cabling sysstem as a prim
mary means off communicatiions. Alternatee and backup systems shall also
utilize thee Optical fiberr cabling systtem (redundannt and geograp
aphically diverrsified routes). Additionally
y, the
systems w
will also utilize other means oof communicattion such as, w
wired and wireeless networks,, in order to fu
urther
enhance thhe features of availability,
a
relliability, and seecurity.
The opticaal fiber system
m is capable of supporting uultra-high speeed communicaations (Terra bbit) including TDM
T
and DWDM networkingg and applicatioons. The physiical infrastructture as well as its core functiions is presentted in
figure 16, figure 17, andd figure 18. W
With the global trend in alm
most all technologies and appplications utiliizing,
packet bassed communiccations (wired or wireless) aall proposed syystems shall bee network based (or “IP based”).
The system
m will provide a single integgrated communnication infrasttructure for alll systems and sservices or sep
parate
infrastructture for buildinng managemennt and safety/seecurity applicaations (Kbar, ett al, 2012, p. 116).

F
Figure 16. Core facilities of ssmart city

F
Figure 17. Core facilities of ssmart city

Figgure 18. Comm
munications infrastructure
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The system will include (as a minimum) and not limited to the following:
•

Smart command and control center;

•

Graphical information systems (and GIS based applications/services);

•

Smart/intelligent building management system (BMS);

•

Smart utilities monitoring and management system(s);

•

Smart facilities monitoring and management system(s);

•

Smart campus security monitoring and management system;

•

Smart office/home security monitoring and management system;

•

Smart road/traffic/parking monitoring and management system;

•

Smart operations and maintenance services/system (including call center);

•

Smart safety systems (fire/flood/gas/smoke detection and fighting, etc.);

•

Smart public address and broadcast including warning systems;

•

Smart access control and security system (including fences, gates, visitor, etc.);

•

Smart surveillance and CCTV system including, recording and archival system;

•

Smart asset management and inventory management system;

•

Smart asset monitoring/tracking system;

•

Main communication center (including services provider termination areas);

•

Smart/modular main communication room (data center);

•

Research high performance computing facility including visualization;

•

Smart simulation and visualization facility with connectivity to LAB facility;

•

Local Area Network (LAN), wireless LAN (WLAN) including outdoor network;

•

Advanced data security and data leakage prevention solution;

•

Intranet (branches, remote access, NREN, etc.);

•

Extranet (companies, factories, etc.);

•

Internet access

•

WEB publishing and portal Services;

•

Smart IP telephony including audio/video and IPT applications;

•

Smart integrated unified messaging (voice mail, email, fax);

•

Smart audio/video and Tele-presence solution (including multi-party);

•

Smart collaboration systems/services/tools;

•

Digital media and signage systems;

•

Smart LAB and smart library;

•

IPTV and VOD system;

•

Community/social networking “Quad Play” services.

4. Conclusion
It has been analyzed from the acquired findings that Riyadh North-West district is swiftly drifting towards urban
planning and design. It is due to the fact that various projects have been recently completed in the state and
number of projects is in developing phase. After analyzing the current trends of urban planning in Riyadh
North-West district, it has been established that smart services are likely to present a number of valuable benefits
to RTV. It has been assessed that RTV and other developers can expect higher asset value and occupancy rate by
Smart Community Service. In addition to this, it is also observed that RTV and other property managers can not
only save operational cost, but also pursue additional revenue opportunities by Smart Community Service. Other
benefit may include saving of operational cost through integration (energy saving cost of system operation and
human resources). Moreover, faster and more efficient management with standardized facility management
process can also be considered as one of the most prominent benefits of smart services to RTV.
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Smart services are also found to provide extensive benefits to the end-users, including businesses, home
residences, retailers, and visitors. Some of the most prominent benefits include comfort and safe working
environment, office automation and enterprise solutions, convenient and safe living environment, community
social networking, advertisement throughout the whole RTV community, customer loyalty with smart card
membership and mileage service, and convenient access to real-time community information customized for
various purposes (business, social, shopping, and leisure).
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